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STATE OF ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION

Strategic Energy L.L.C. )
)

Application For Certificate ) Docket No. 04-0811
of Service Authority Under )
Section 16-115 of the Public )
Utilities Act. )

LOCAL UNIONS 15, 51 AND 702
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, AFL-CIO’S 

BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS TO PROPOSED ORDER ON REHEARING

I.
INTRODUCTION

Come now, Local Unions 15, 51 and 702, International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers, AFL-CIO (“IBEW”) and, pursuant to Section 200.830 of the Illinois Commerce

Commission’s Rules of Practice,  file their Brief on Exceptions to the Proposed Order on

Rehearing in the above-mentioned case.  The IBEW’s position is not new.  It is the position

that it has taken from the start of its intervention in the application for certification of service

authority filed by Strategic Energy, L.L.C. (“Strategic”).  The  IBEW submits that the

Proposed Order on Rehearing conflicts with the reciprocity clause of the Electric Service

Customer and Rate Relief Act of 1997 (the “1997 Amendments”) and that the Proposed

Order on Rehearing exceeds the authority vested in the Commission by the Illinois

Legislature to award certifications to applicants for alternative retail electric supplier

(“ARES”) status in Illinois.  The Proposed Order is deficient in the following areas:

1. It erroneously asserts that Strategic’s affiliation with a public utility
whose service area cannot be reached by Illinois utilities or their
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generation affiliates is of no consequence to its application, because
Strategic is not relying on its affiliated utility as a source of power.     

2. It erroneously justifies permitting Strategic to rely on PJM and MISO
regional transmission organizations (RTOs) as its principal source of
energy on the grounds that the electricity supply market in Illinois has
changed greatly in the years following the passage of the 1997
Amendments.

3. It exceeds the limitation placed on ARES Applicants to obtaining at
least 65% of their power from a single source.

For these reasons, the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”) should reject

Strategic’s Application.  The balance of this Brief expands on each of these three flaws  in

the Proposed Order on Rehearing and addresses arguments raised earlier in these

proceedings by Strategic.  At the end of this Brief on Exceptions, IBEW has attached

replacement language for the Commission to use in its Order.  

II.
EXCEPTIONS

A. The Proposed Order Errs When It States That Strategic’s Affiliation
With Kansas City Power & Light Is Not Grounds On Its Own For
Denying its Application For ARES Certification.

1. Both Court Cases And Prior Commission Decisions Support
Denial of Strategic’s ARES Application Based On Its Affiliation
With Kansas City Power & Light.  

It is not disputed by Strategic that it is affiliated with a utility that owns or controls

facilities for the transmission or distribution of electricity.  Further it is not disputed that the

utility with which Strategic is affiliated, Kansas City Power and Light (KCP&L), is 

headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri and serves customers in both Missouri and

Kansas.  Neither Missouri nor Kansas have opened their service territories to competition
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by utilities or generation companies located outside of their borders.  Thus, no Illinois utility

nor any Illinois utility’s generation company affiliate nor any independent power generator

in Illinois can send electricity to customers in the service territory of Strategic’s utility

affiliate.  

It is this very imbalance between the possibility of Illinois being inundated by out of

state power providers with limited opportunities for Illinois utilities and their generating

affiliates to compete in other jurisdictions that the reciprocity clause of the 1997

Amendments was intended to address.  Pursuant to Section 16-115 (d)(5) of the 1997

Amendments, if an ARES applicant, its corporate affiliate, or its “principal source of

electricity” is located in a “defined geographic area” to which Illinois utilities or their

generation affiliates cannot physically or economically deliver power, the Commission

must deny its certification.  Section 16-115(d)(5).  

However, for several years after passage of the 1997 amendments, the

Commission applied the “physically and economically delivered” language of Section 16-

115(d)(5) to permit ARES applicants affiliated with utilities from non-compete jurisdictions

to enter the Illinois electricity supply market.  The Commission did so by analyzing the

physical and economic capacity of Illinois utilities or their generation affiliates to send

power to customers in the defined geographic area of the ARES applicant’s utility affiliate. 

If the Commission concluded that the Illinois utility in whose service area the ARES

applicant wished to compete for customers did not have the physical capacity through

existing transmission and distribution systems to send power to the geographic territory of
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the ARES applicant’s utility affiliate, then the ARES applicant could compete for customers

in the service area of the Illinois utility.

Further, based on its analysis of the cost of producing and selling power by the

Illinois utility to customers in the ARES applicant’s service area versus the cost for the

ARES applicant’s utility affiliate to sell power to its customers, if the Commission

concluded that it would not be economically feasible for the Illinois utility to deliver and sell

electricity to customers in the geographic areas of ARES affiliate, then again the ARES

applicant could compete for customers in the service area of the Illinois utility.  

In Local Union Nos. 15, 51 and 702, International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers v. Illinois Commerce Commission, 331 Ill. App. 3d 607, 772 N.E. 2d 340,  265

Ill. Dec. 302 (5th Dist. 2002 (IBEW decision), the Appellate Court rejected the

Commission’s interpretation and application of Section 16-115(d)(5).  For purposes of the

present case and Strategic’s application, at no point in the pre-IBEW case Commission

decisions nor in the IBEW case itself did the Commission or the court ask whether the

ARES affiliate was or was not supplying power to the ARES.  The only issue the

Commission considered before the IBEW case was whether the impacted Illinois utilities

could physically and economically deliver power to the service area of the ARES affiliate.

Based on both a number of policy arguments focused on the purpose of the

reciprocity provision and the ambiguous language of the provision, the court held that if the

jurisdiction of an ARES or ARES affiliate was closed to competition from Illinois power

providers, permitting that ARES to compete in “the Illinois utility market” would allow “the
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new entrant to take an unreasonable advantage of the investments made by the formerly

regulated utility.”  IBEW case, 772 N.E. 2d at 348.  Thus for the court, the fact that both

WPS Energy Services (“WPS”) and Blackhawk Energy Services (“Blackhawk”) were

affiliated with utilities in a non-entry state was sufficient grounds for giving the Commission

instructions on remand that guaranteed neither ARES would obtain certification without a

revision to their affiliation and application.  IBEW case, 772 N.E. 2d at 348.

What happened on the remand of both WPS’s and Blackhawk’s Applications for

ARES certification is instructive.  In WPS., Docket 00-0199, the applicant did not amend

its original application or change its affiliation to a utility in a State open to competition by

Illinois utilities or power providers.   Having made no changes to its original petition, WPS

moved to withdraw its previously granted ARES certification without prejudice.  On January

23, 2003, the Commission granted WPS’s Motion.  To date, WPS has not sought to file an

amended Application for ARES certification with the Commission.

In Blackhawk, Docket 01-0174, the Applicant adopted a different strategy.  It

amended its Application to show its affiliation with utilities that had service areas in

Northern Michigan - Wisconsin Electric Power Company (“WEPCO”) and Edison Sault

Electric Company (“ESE”).  Blackhawk then showed that Illinois utilities could physically

and economically transmit power to the service areas of both WEPCO and ESE in

Northern Michigan in one of three ways - sending power to end-use customers in the

WEPCO or ESE service areas through a number of transmission interconnects,

purchasing electricity from a number of power producers and then selling that power to

end-use customers in the WEPCO or ESE service areas, or purchasing power directly



1 In a new filing with the Commission, Docket No. 05-0315, WPS has, like Blackhawk,
focused on its affiliation with utilities that provide service to customers in a geographic area in Michigan,
a State open to competition from outside providers of power, to which power can be physically and
economically delivered by Illinois utilities and their generation affiliates. 
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from WEPCO or ESE and packaging it in attractive ways for certain customers in the

WEPCO and ESE service areas.  Finally, Blackhawk presented testimony that Michigan

had opened up all of the utility service areas in the State to competition from utilities and

power producers from outside its borders and that, at the time of its revised application,

both Exelon and the former Illinois Power Company were competing for end-use

customers In Michigan.1  

In subsequent cases, the Commission has continued to require that ARES

applicants affiliated with vertically integrated utilities show that end-use customers in the

territories of the utilities with which they are affiliated are able to obtain their electricity from

utilities and/or power producers from outside of their territories including entities

generating power in other States.  See, Constellation New Energy, Inc., Docket No. 03-

0325 (June 23, 2003 Order) and Pepco Energy Services, Inc., Docket No. 04-0545, in

which ARES applications were granted due to the open territory of the affiliates of the

ARES applicant.  In both cases, the applicants demonstrated that the territories of the

utilities with which they were affiliated were open to independent power producers

including Illinois utilities to compete for the business of the higher use consumers of power

in their service areas.

Midwest Energy Services, LLC, Docket No. 02-0740 (“Midwest”) illustrates why the

Applicant’s attempt to persuade the Commission to ignore its affiliation with KCP&L in
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favor of its method for bringing electricity to end-use customers in Illinois should fail.  In

Midwest, the applicant for ARES certification owned a number of fossil coal and gas fired

generating stations in Northern and Central Illinois that it had purchased from

Commonwealth Edison Company in 1999.  The applicant made clear that it would be

using those plants with unionized labor, the vast majority of which presumably resided in

Illinois, to sell power to end-use customers throughout the State of Illinois.  However, the

applicant was affiliated with Southern California Edison Company whose service territory

located in the greater Los Angeles area of California was open only on a very limited basis

to Illinois utilities and power producers.

Like Strategic in the present case, the applicant in Midwest had no intention of

purchasing any of its electricity from its Southern California-based affiliate.  However,

unlike the present case where no Illinois utility or power producer can sell electricity to end-

use consumers in the Missouri and Kansas service areas of KCP&L, following the

September 20, 2001 revisions to California’s open access policies, 15,000 commercial

and residential customers in Southern California Edison’s territory could continue to

purchase energy from direct access providers.  Nevertheless, based on the very limited

market opportunities available for Illinois utilities and power producers in California against

the “potential market opportunities the ARES applicant would have if certified,” the

Commission refused to certify the applicant in Midwest on the grounds that the “two

markets are not reasonably comparable in market scale.” (June 26, 2003 Order on

Rehearing in Docket No. 02-0740, p. 18).  In the present case, the markets in KCP&L’s

service territory are not only “not reasonably comparable,” they are non-existent.
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In short, following the IBEW decision, the Commission has been required to use a

different standard for considering applications for ARES certification.  Section 16-

115(d)(5) applies the limitation on ARES applicants entering Illinois in the disjunctive as a

restraint on unfettered entry by non-Illinois power generators into the service areas of

Illinois utilities.  To give meaning to that statutory restraint on entry into Illinois, the

disjunctive phrase “if the applicant, its corporate affiliates, or the applicant’s principal

source of electricity” that describes the alternative ARES arrangements should be

interpreted to permit an ARES applicant to directly serve customers in the service areas of

Illinois utilities only if the ARES itself is located in a jurisdiction to which Illinois utilities can

serve customers, if the ARES is affiliated with a utility located in a jurisdiction to which

Illinois utilities can serve customers, or, if principal source of power for the ARES, while not

in conflict with the first two conditions, is also located in a jurisdiction to which Illinois

utilities can also serve customers.  Applied as a limitation on entry into Illinois and not an

open license for out of state power generators to enter Illinois, Section 16-115(d)(5) as

interpreted by the court in the IBEW decision should bar the entry of Strategic based on its

affiliation with KCP&L located in a jurisdiction closed to competition by Illinois generators.

2. Denying Strategic’s ARES Application Based On Its Affiliation
With Kansas City Power & Light Would Not Violate the
Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution

While the Proposed Order itself did not address the Commerce Clause claims

raised by Strategic in earlier briefs to the Commission, IBEW will respond to those claims

in its Brief on Exceptions in the event Strategic raises these claims in a response to the

IBEW’s position on Strategic’s affiliation with KCP&L.  Up to now, the application of the
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reciprocity clause asserted by Locals 15, 51, and 702, IBEW has withstood threats by

various would-be ARES providers that it violates the Commerce Clause of the United

States Constitution (Article I, Section 8, cl. 3).  Beginning with both the WPS Energy

Services, Inc., Docket 00-0199 and Blackhawk Energy Services, L.L.C., Docket 01-0174,

the Commission decisions that resulted in the IBEW case, up to most recently Midwest

Generation Energy Services, LLC, several ARES applicants have threatened that

applying the reciprocity clause to bar their entry into the Illinois electricity market place was

a violation of the “dormant” Commerce Clause.  In essence, the claim, as in this case, has

been that the reciprocity provision as interpreted up to the present by the Commission

constitutes an unreasonable barrier to interstate commerce by discriminating in favor of

Illinois power producers against out-of-state providers.  This claim should fail.

When the 1997 Restructuring Act was enacted, Illinois, for the first time in history,

opened itself up to competition in the selling of electricity by permitting power producers,

both in and outside of Illinois, to sell directly to customers in areas served by Illinois

regulated utilities.  Thus, rather than creating trade barriers for out-of-state power

producers, the reciprocity provisions of the Restructuring Act eliminated a total trade

barrier in retail wheeling of electricity that existed before 1997.  Therefore, the reciprocity

provision does not implicate interstate commerce, because it denies nothing to out-of-

state power producers that they could access before 1997.

The thrust of dormant Commerce Clause jurisprudence demonstrates that the

Commerce Clause was meant to prevent a State from erecting barriers around its borders
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that interfered with interstate commerce.  Associated Industries of Missouri v. Lohman,

511 U.S. 641, 650, 114 S. Ct. 1815, 1823 (1994) (central objective of commerce clause is

“securing a national ‘area of free trade among the several States’”).  Yet, in spite of the

Commerce Clause, Federal law has always permitted States to close their borders with

respect to providing electricity to customers inside their borders.  Thus, laws such as the

1997 Restructuring Act, which encourage the movement of a particular commodity,

electricity, to consumers across State lines should be encouraged, because they reduce

trade barriers rather than establish them.  Consequently, using the dormant Commerce

Clause jurisprudence to challenge the Commission’s balancing of competing goals built

into the language of the 1997 Restructuring Act will do little to enhance the free flow of

goods in interstate commerce.

Moreover, the political justification for the dormant Commerce Clause – that citizens

of one State should not be harmed by laws of another State where they are unrepresented

– is also inapplicable.  Laws such as the Illinois Customer Choice Act do not harm out-of-

state citizens any more than the current anti-competitive utility regulatory laws that have

been and continue in effect compatibly with the Commerce Clause.  In those non-entrant

states, such as Wisconsin, Missouri and Kansas, power producers from outside the

jurisdiction continue to be unable to compete for retail customers – a status quo permitted

by Federal law.  Therefore, States such as Illinois that do open their electricity markets 

should be able to include a reciprocity requirement while the Country moves from fifty

different regulated monopoly markets to a fully competitive national electricity market in

order to ensure the safe and efficient transfer of power.  In fact, the reciprocity language in
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laws like the 1997 Restructuring Act may serve as a prod to other States to open their

currently closed system thereby enhancing rather than restraining free trade across State

lines.

In Indianapolis Power & Light Co. v. Pennsylvania Public Utility Comm’n , 711

A.2d 1071 (Penn. App. 1998), the only reported case dealing with the constitutionality of a

law similar to the Illinois Customer Choice Act, the Pennsylvania court considered the

experimental climate around utility deregulation when addressing a dormant Commerce

Clause challenge to the Pennsylvania Electricity Generation Customer Choice and

Competition Act (66 Pa. C.S. §§ 2801-12).   The court first reviewed the history of the

energy industry organized into  “bundled” power suppliers in which an electric utility

generated electricity, transmitted it to its service area, and then distributed it to consumers. 

In the bundled power world, States regulated the generation and distribution of electricity,

“because of the inability of a competition-driven market to serve the public welfare at the

inception of the electric industry.”  Indianapolis Power & Light Co. v. Pennsylvania Public

Utility Comm’n , 711 A.2d at 1073, citing, General Motors Corp. v. Tracy, 519 U.S. 278,

288-90, 117 S. Ct. 811, 820 (1997).  

The Pennsylvania legislature saw that competition might be feasible in the modern

market and enacted a law that unbundled the provision of electricity to stimulate

competition in generation.  Under the Pennsylvania Customer Choice Act, customers

could purchase electricity from outside providers, but local utilities would continue to

transmit and distribute the electricity.  The Pennsylvania Customer Choice Act also

allowed utilities to recover stranded costs from customers so that they could recoup
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substantial capital expenses that were previously recoverable through market-determined

prices governed by the State’s regulatory scheme.  An Indiana electric utility  challenged

this provision of the law, arguing that it violated the dormant Commerce Clause.

The court first recognized that “states are prohibited from passing laws that

discriminate against interstate commerce.”  Indianapolis Power & Light Co. v.

Pennsylvania Public Utility Comm’n , 711 A.2d at 1075.  However, after reviewing various

Supreme Court decisions, all of which “involved the stifling of interstate commerce through

local favoritism in then currently competitive markets,” the court found that none of them

addressed the exact issue on appeal.  Indianapolis Power & Light Co. v. Pennsylvania

Public Utility Comm’n , 711 A.2d at 1076, n.7.  In contrast to the facts in the Supreme

Court cases, the Pennsylvania Customer Choice Act “read in whole, invites competition

into an industry that has been historically limited to state-regulated monopolies, and as

such, it is so distinct from Commerce Clause precedent that we must find that it does not

involve the Commerce Clause.”  Indianapolis Power & Light Co. v. Pennsylvania Public

Utility Comm’n , 711 A.2d at 1076, n.7.

Consequently, the Pennsylvania Customer Choice Act did not discriminate against

commerce.  Instead it promoted competition where there previously had been none.  The

Pennsylvania Customer Choice Act was “the antithesis of a statute that discriminates

against interstate commerce . . .”  Indianapolis Power & Light Co. v. Pennsylvania Public

Utility Comm’n , 711 A.2d. at 1077.  Therefore, the court saw “no justification for
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implicating the Commerce Clause in derailing this ambitious endeavor.”  Indianapolis

Power & Light Co. v. Pennsylvania Public Utility Comm’n , 711 A.2d. at 1082. 

Likewise, the 1997 Restructuring Act was passed to open, and in fact has slowly

and methodically opened up, a previously closed electricity market in Illinois.  In doing so,

the Legislature enacted a comprehensive law that it believed would promote safe,

affordable and reliable power to Illinois consumers.  To effectuate the 1997 Act, the

Legislature imposed on the Commission the gatekeeper role in determining whether an

ARES  from another jurisdiction can enter the Illinois electricity market to sell power directly

to customers in the service areas of Illinois utilities.  So long as the standards in the

reciprocity clause themselves are not an insurmountable barrier to entering Illinois, and so

long as the Commission applies these standards in a reasonable manner, the

Commission can and should confidently reject arguments that its actions will contravene

the Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution.

B. The Proposed Order Errs By Permitting Strategic To Rely On the
Regional Transmission Organizations PJM For Its Principal Source Of
Electricity For Customers in Commonwealth Edison Company’s
Service Area And MISO For Customers In Ameren IP’s Service Area.

Section 16-115(d)(5) of the 1997 Amendments provides that an ARES Applicant’s

“principal source of electricity” can be one basis for satisfying conditions for entrance into

the Illinois electricity supply market.  The Proposed Order would permit Strategic to satisfy

the principal source of electricity clause of the Section 16-115(d)(5) by selling power to

end-use customers in Illinois from any number of power suppliers in any number of

jurisdictions which would then be transmitted to end-use customers in Illinois through the



2 The Commission’s grant of confidential treatment to Strategic’s alleged real sources of
power supply combined with the Order and the Proposed Order on Rehearing permitting Strategic to
rely on the PJM and MISO RTOs as its principal source of power, further frustrates the purpose of
Section 16-115(d)(5) to make the Commission an effective gatekeeper over ARES entrants into the
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PJM and MISO regional transmission organizations without any mechanism for the

Commission to determine the geographic area from where that power derived.

Clearly the Legislature’s focus on the ARES applicant’s principal source of

electricity was intended to ensure a determination could be made by the Commission as

to whether that source was located in a jurisdiction to which the Illinois utility and its

generation affiliate could sell electricity to end-use customers.  Section 16-115(d)(5) refers

to “principal source of electricity” in two contexts - first whether the principal source of

electricity owns transmission and distribution facilities to which power can be physically

and economically delivered by the Illinois utility to end-use customers in its geographic

service area and second whether the principal source of electricity has delivery services

for the Illinois utility reasonably comparable to those provided by the Illinois utility.  To the

extent that the ARES chooses to rely on a third party for its principal source of power, the

whole thrust of the reciprocity statute is to ensure access for Illinois utilities and their

generation affiliates to the customers of that principal power source of the ARES.  

Thus, while the proposed order asserts that there have been “fundamental changes

in Illinois electric markets,” in the years following 1997 Amendments, Section 16-115(d)(5)

has not been amended by the Legislature, and it still requires ARES Applicants to identify

who its supplier of electricity will be in order that its source can be evaluated by the

Commission to determine is its meets Section 16-115(d)(5)’s reciprocity requirements.2 



Illinois electricity supply market.  For, pursuant to the Commission’s original Order and the Proposed
Order on Rehearing, an ARES entrant can now purchase power from any variety of sources, without
regard to whether customers of that source or its affiliate can be served by Illinois utilities, and send that
power to end-use customers in Illinois through PJM and MISO and no one adversely affected by that
transaction, including the employees represented by the IBEW or the Commission, which is supposed
to be minding the Illinois market, would be the wiser.   
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In short, the Legislature made clear by Section 16-115(d)(5) that identification of an

ARES’s principal power source was part and parcel of the process by which the

Commission and interested interveners in the certification process would ensure

compliance with the law.  

Further, while both the Commission’s Original Order and the Proposed Order on

Rehearing make much of the fact that the “new landscape of the Illinois electricity markets”

extends to both ComEd and Ameren IP no longer possessing generating capacity, having

either sold off or transferred such units, the fact of the matter is that both Ameren IP and

Commonwealth Edison are simply subsidiaries of utility holding companies that for the

most part have retained much or all of their original generating capacity.  If the Legislature

had intended the paper transfers of the generation supply of former utilities into affiliated

generation companies, all under the control of the same or similar board of directors that

managed and still manages both the generation and utility subsidiaries of holding

companies, to be the basis for disregarding the protective gatekeeper language of

Section 16-115(d)(5), it could have said so.   It did not and neither should the Commission.

 In short,  for there to be fundamental change in Illinois’ electricity markets, its former

vertically integrated bundled power generation, transmission and distribution utilities would

have broken up, not just on paper but in fact.  While there may have been significant
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change in the Illinois electricity supply market, what has really happened is that its utilities

have essentially been freed from regulation on the power supply side and may yet be

further freed from regulation for much or all of its distribution side through the

Commission’s contemplated auction process.  Into this market, still dominated by a very

few powerful players, have stepped the ARES entrants.  Strategic’s arguments for a

changed electric supply market should have been addressed to the State Legislature and

to the extent that the Commission’s Order and the Proposed Order on Rehearing rely on

general statements about the new electricity supply market places, they should now be

rejected by the Commission and replaced by an Order that is consistent with the words of

Section 16-115(d)(5) as it is and not as some would want it to be.

C. The Proposed Order Conflicts With Section 16-115(d)(5)’s
Requirement That An ARES Applicant Obtain At Least 65% Of Its
Electric Power From A Single Source. 

Just as Section 16-115(d)(5) had clear language defining a principal source of

electricity in terms of a provider of power or its affiliate with a defined geographic area, so

too does it have equally decisive language defining how much power an ARES entity must

purchase from a third party provider to be able to enter the Illinois marketplace.  

For purposes of this subparagraph, “principal source of electricity”
shall mean a single source that supplies at least 65% of the applicant’s
electric power and energy . . . 

It is hard to imagine more clear cut language.  “Principal source” means “single source.” 

Furthermore, the “source” of 65% of the ARES electricity means the entity that “supplies”

that “power and energy.”  Multiple sources of power and energy sent through two

transmission systems - PJM in Northen Illinois and MISO in Southern Illinois - to end-use
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customers in the service areas of ComEd and Ameren IP respectively cannot or should not

through sophistic claims be converted into a single source of supply.   Further, multiple

sources of energy aggregated by a purchaser to amount to at least 65% of its supply of

power cannot or should not be turned by mirrors or the magic of words into a single source

supplying at least 65% of an ARES applicant’s power and energy.  

In short, the 1997 amendments require that if an ARES applicant wishes to

purchase power from third parties, it must obtain at least 65% of that power from one

source which it must disclose with appropriate confidentiality provisions to the

Commission and entities permitted to intervene in the certification proceedings.  Absent

these reasonable mechanisms, Strategic will be freed up to use the two RTOs as its

transmission mechanism to send power from a variety of power supply sources to end-use

customers in Northern and Southern Illinois without regard to whether ComEd or Ameren

IP and their generation affiliates will be able to actually produce and send power to end-

use customers in the geographic areas of its power supply sources or their affiliates.  In

short, the Commission’s original Order and now the Proposed Order on Reheating will

simply allow Strategic to evade the restraints pf Section 16-115(d)(5).  The Commission

should restore Section 16-115(d)(5) to its rightful place as a brake on unbridled entry into

the Illinois electricity marketplace.
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III.
CONCLUSION

To reach the Original Order and now the Proposed Order on Rehearing, both the
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Commission and the Administrative Law Judge respectively have had to ignore the clear

language of the reciprocity clause.  This brief has demonstrated the three ways in which

Strategic has failed to meet the reciprocity requirements of Section 16-115(d) (5).  First,

both the Original and the Proposed Orders wrongly give no consideration to the fact that

Strategic is an affiliate of KCP&L which has customers in two States whose geographic

areas are not open to competition by Illinois utilities and their generation affiliates. 

Second, substituting the PJM and MISO RTOs as supposed providers of power ignores

the requirement of Section 16-115(d)(5) that the ARES Applicant identify its specific

supplier of power.  Finally, Strategic did not meet the requirement that it purchase at least

65% of its power for sale in Illinois from one provider.  For these reasons, the Commission

should reject the Proposed Order on Rehearing and amend its original Order and only

certify Strategic after its strict adherence to the three commands of the Section 16-

115(d)(5) as it applies to the facts of this case.  

Respectfully submitted,

SCHUCHAT, COOK & WERNER
Attorneys for Locals 15, 51 and 702 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers

    By: ________________________________
Christopher T. Hexter
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